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Human beings are essentially creative.
Only when each of us is fulfilling our potential
and answering that strange deep evocation of
our powers are we truly happy. It is this
inherent creativity that has brought the human
race to its present point and called forth all the
world’s wondrous works of art and
technology. This is one of the most powerful
factors in humanity’s progress, and yet
perhaps even now it is one of the least
understood.
By means of this creativity, we have made and
remade our society, our civilisations, our
cultures and also our Way. None of these are
imposed from “above”, as may sometimes be
believed, they have to grow from within. This
means that we are all, or almost all, builders.
The question is - what are we building?

Castles in the air? Prisons? Material citadels?
Sandy or sound foundations for the new
civilisation and new culture talked about so
much? And do we know? For mostly we are
building involuntarily, unaware of what we
are doing, and only after a new world has
arisen about us, a new modality has taken
over, or our own lives have changed, do we
stop and look around, to see what we have
done.
Sometimes only those from outside can see. A
visiting philosopher noted the decline in our
courage and positivity when he came to the
West. He noticed our inordinate focus upon
“glorified technological achievements” and
remarked: “The constant desire to have still
more things and a still better life and the
struggle to obtain them imprints many Western
faces with worry and depression!” What an
indictment of our goals!
It may be argued that we have little influence
beyond our own environment, but one of the
great recognitions of recent times is that each
individual counts. Einstein said “The world is
too dangerous to live in, not because of what
we are doing, but because of all those who sit
and let it happen.” In other words, we count
even when we are just sitting! What we do
with our thinking and desires is our farreaching responsibility.
Editor: Janet A. Derwent

‘Stimulation of the principle of relationship led to the
growth and the perfecting of all sources of intercommunication such as the press, the radio and travel.
The inner objective of all this was to bring human
beings closer together upon the outer plane of
existence and thus parallel objectively the developing
inner spiritual unity ’ - Djwhal Khul

By Barry Brailsford

EXCELLENCE and PERFECTION
EXCELLENCE is the willingness to be wrong.
PERFECTION is being right.
EXCELLENCE is risk. PERFECTION is fear.
EXCELLENCE is powerful. PERFECTION is
anger and frustration.
EXCELLENCE is spontaneous. PERFECTION
is conformity.
EXCELLENCE is accepting. PERFECTION is
judgment.
EXCELLENCE is giving. PERFECTION is
taking.
EXCELLENCE is confidence. PERFECTION
is doubt.
EXCELLENCE is flowing. PERFECTION is
pressure.
EXCELLENCE is journey. PERFECTION is
destination.
EXCELLENCE is surrender. PERFECTION is
consuming.
EXCELLENCE is trust. PERFECTION is
selfishness.

When I went down this list I saw
aspects of my own journey reflected in the
words. I realised striving for perfection was a
descending spiral into things I did not want to
be part of my life. And I saw the definitions of
excellence were liberating, that they opened us
to huge potential. And while I saw that I’ve
tried to found my writings in the ways of
excellence, I also saw that circumstance and
events could from time to time shift the
balance. For instance stepping out in a
spontaneous way often means taking a risk
because we might not be conforming to the
expectations of others. That might create the
fear of rejection. That’s life. How we handle
consequences that is what matters.
It’s interesting that the old lore of this land
built in to the fabric of life the rejection of
perfection. Every great work of art, be it in
carving or weaving, stone work or waka
construction, everything created by people
who were experts in their field, had a
deliberate small imperfection placed within it.
In that way they acknowledged that perfection
was not of people but of a realm reserved for
the atua or gods. Although this might be seen
as merely a protocol dictated by belief, at a
practical level, while honouring the pursuit of
excellence, it freed the people of the crippling
pressure of the pursuit of perfection.

‘The journey is the destination’, but it’s not
easy to see that when we are striving to
achieve a treasured goal. In the end it all
comes down to the how of things. This
morning I read “we can practise being right or
practise being kind.” That reminded me of a
very special man, a schoolteacher who often
made decisions that baffled the pupils. When
he retired he was asked what guided him when
faced with a difficult decision. His reply - ‘I
made what I thought was the kindest one.’

The Old Man at the Fort by Liehtse
Lin Yutan, The Importance of Living, W. Heinemann,
London 1938, p. 173

An Old Man was living with his son
at an abandoned fort on the top of a
hill, and one day he lost his horse.
The neighbours came to express their
sympathy for this misfortune, and the
Old Man asked, “How do you know
this is bad luck?” A few days
afterwards, his horse returned with a
number of wild horses, and his
neighbours
came
again,
to
congratulate him on the stroke of
fortune, and the Old Man replied,
“How do you know this is good
luck?” With so many horses around,
his son began to take to riding, and
one day he broke his leg. Again the
neighbours came around to express
their sympathy, and the Old Man
replied, “How do you know this is
bad luck?” The next year, there was
a war, and because the Old Man’s
son was crippled, he did not have to
go to the front.”

By Davina Cox

Reflections by Nina O’Connell

There is no doubt that our commitment to
explore and understand the nature of the
Science of Impression - Telepathy - is no easy
assignment. In fact, it is very difficult and calls
for nothing less than the total surrender of the
personality to the light of the overshadowing
Soul. Only then can pure Telepathic interplay
be ‘known’ and ‘experienced’ in its deeper
sense.
The inner voice of our Soul whispers to us
quietly in the background of our ego’s limited
awareness and gradually, over time, we are
forced to face and confront, sometimes
painfully,
the
illusory
makeup
and
identification of a separate “I”.
As this happens, a deeper knowing and
understanding dawns upon us and we begin to
realise that we are not separate from the
universe but a homogenous part of it, just as a
wave is part of the ocean. An infinite,
conscious energy pervades the universe. It
pours into every name and form of
phenomenal existence: the clouds, the plants,
the insects, the animals and we humans. We
are all, more or less, its efficient receptacles.
Each of us is a dynamo into which waves of
that energy have been generated, stored,
perpetually conserved, used up and then
replenished again.
The same force, which moves in the stars and
the planets, moves in all of us and our thoughts
and actions are born of the same complexity of
functioning. There are processes to help us
clear obstacles and open the channel of
communication between this universal energy
and ourselves. By so doing, it then moves into
our body, life and mind in ever increasing
amounts.
The continual improvement of the vehicle and
a growth in the quantity and complexity of
action is the whole aim of evolution. When the
human vessel is proficient and has trained
itself to bear the rush of the energy flooding in,
then the individual becomes a fulfilled or
liberated human being.
This is the foundation of the Science of
Impression. Liberation does not mean the
ending of action; rather it is the start of selfconscious activity and the beginning of

Spiritual Telepathy. Spiritual Telepathy
constitutes a ‘knowingness’ where space and
time offer no barriers, and neither past nor
future prove to be an obstacle. With that
virtually Omniscient degree of telepathic
awareness what is happening on this globe is
immediately understood and registered.
We are told that these telepathic abilities allow
us to go back in time to capture the thoughts
and expressions of great writers, or the artistic
genius of composers, great painters on canvas
and the voice of the orator on recordings. All
transcend time long since passed. Then what
about future time? This poses the possibility of
communicating ahead of the clock forecasting future events with some measure
of accuracy.
The Science of Impression leads us on a
journey in which communicating mind to mind
eventually gives way to the heart registering
its impact allowing the overshadowing Soul to
bathe us in its light. Imperceptibly the
communiqué shifts, often quietly and
unobtrusively. There is now a natural flow
from Soul to Soul, with the content of the
communication arriving via the intuitional
field of consciousness. This also means that
we have the potential to be more receptive to
new, spiritual ideas and gain a clearer
understanding of the great Plan.
The imperceptibility of change is happening
all around us. So much that was secure and
structured is giving way to uncertainty. We are
all in a new space and point in time. As we
know, change forces us to grow and happens
whether we are aware of it or not. We can’t
hang on to the way things used to be, that too
is an illusion. The only way forward is to
embrace the moment, as it is. This is true for
all aspects of life.
With Telepathy we have the potential to
experience a different dynamic of living. The
point of tension held on the inner planes and
our relationship to it depends upon our ability
to listen and interpret the energy available to
us. The most potent expression of its influence
will be felt in the way we embody the quality
and essence flowing into our meditative life
and rhythm. Also, we will no longer seek
intellectual knowing, because from the deeper
levels of consciousness will arise an

intelligence that takes us far beyond the
limitations of the mind. Its movement will be
free of outworn ideals and mental constructs.
We are being asked to strip away all that is
unnecessary, to relinquish the illusion of a
separate ego. Through the Science of
Impression we are being given a way to return
to the root of our existence where the
spontaneous radiance of the Soul, the heart,
becomes a living reality. The embrace of this
Cosmic principle then guides us to create and
build a new life of balance and harmony on
this planet we call earth.
By Davina Cox
The Group for Telepathy & Impression

Evolution could be succinctly defined as
an ‘ever-increasing power to respond’ – an
unfolding sensitivity to the surrounding
environment and a corresponding ability to
interact with it. And when a human being
becomes consciously proactive in his or her
own evolution, a spiritual scientist is born; one
who discerns increasingly subtle impacts upon
the senses – their origin, purpose, meaning and
quality – and intelligently responds in a way
that promotes spiritual growth in some aspect
of the whole. For such a person, evolution
becomes a supreme science of contact,
expanding far beyond the mundane physical
senses into the realm of the intuition and
telepathy.
Of necessity, the science of contact works
through a medium, popularly known as the
ether; and through it electromagnetic interplay
at all levels takes place. From the energetic
relationships formed in cosmic force-fields by
the Lord of the World, down to the tiny
electromagnetic bonds of relationship that
form between atoms and molecules, the ether
provides the matrix through which the science
of contact and the art of response functions.

Startling verification of this was discovered by
researchers at a leading pharmaceutical
company. When cereal seeds and fish eggs
were exposed to an ‘electrostatic field’,
primeval organisms grew out of the seeds and
eggs including “a fern that no botanist was
able to identify; wheat that was ready to be
harvested in just four to six weeks, and giant
trout extinct in Europe for 130 years. It was as
if these organisms accessed their own genetic
memories through the agency of the electric
field.”1 If the science of contact can work
through force-fields to evoke the past in this
way, what then the implications if the future
could be similarly evoked?
In fact, the science of contact relates the past
to the future in the present moment; for the
present is where the product of the past meets
the potential of the future. And the spiritual
scientist is one who communicates with the
soul within each form to help unfold this
potential. The destiny of humanity is to work
collectively as a planetary mediator in this
way. By means of invocation and evocation
humanity can consciously relate the energy of
the higher, archetypal kingdoms of nature to
the lower, subhuman kingdoms. A bridge of
communication is then established stretching
from the highest spiritual beings to the lowliest
atom.
We are entering an age when both our higher
contacts and shared planetary destiny are
coming to light. And meditation with its safe
and steady awakening of the higher force
centres in the human frame engenders a
magnetic aura upon which these higher
impressions can play. For our part, every
lighted triangle charges the planetary network
anew each day for the impression and
expression of dynamic energies. In this way
we are participating wholeheartedly in the
expert use of the science of contact to “let
light, love and power restore the Plan on
earth.”
1.
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Triangles, Suite 54, 3 Whitehall Court,
London SW1A 2EF, UK Tel: 020 7839 4512
Web: www.triangles.org
Email: triangle.london@lucistrust.org

‘There is no light or dark to the soul but
only existence and love. Rest back on
that. There is no separation but only
identification with the heart of all love;
the more you love the more love can
reach out through you to others. The
chains of love unite the world of men and
world of forms and they constitute the
great chain of Hierarchy. The spiritual
effort you are asked to make is that of
developing yourself into a vibrant and
powerful centre of that fundamental,
universal Love.’
-The Gifts of the Heart Compilation
© Sundial House Group

by Michal J. Eastcott
‘How shall we explain when the heart is
silent?
How shall we quicken when the heart is
heavier than iron? . . . ‘

The heart centre that veils the Jewel in the
Lotus is the great intermediary, the aspect of
relationship that enables spiritual energy to
move out from its hidden place and motivate
the machinery that has been evolving through
the ages to fulfil eventually its purpose.
All up the Path there have been various means
of contact which have been developed and
perfected, and then attainment of new levels of
consciousness has required new sense
perceptions and awarenesses. So it is there
comes a point of needed heart development.
The concrete mind of the average aspirant has

been well developed, the astral focus through
the solar plexus is dying down, citizenship of
the new country ahead of him will need the
passport of the heart – the production in
himself of that responsive yet radiatory quality
that puts him in touch with that beyond his
previous ring-pass-not, the setting up of that
magnetic rapport with the Soul that sensitises
him to all soul life in its varied manifestation.
The service petals of the Lotus have
considerably unfolded by the time the love
petals begin to function, bringing stimulation
to the personality and causing great
expenditure of energy in the service of others.
The lower self may have impulsed largely,
though unconsciously, in this activity on
account of the stimulation of the personality
energy by the Soul’s first touches coming
through, and this will have contributed with
the average density of perception at this stage,
to the “shutting off” of the aspirant from his
brothers whom he sought to serve. His next
step on the Path involves his contacting them
more subtly.
The love petals of the Lotus, the
correspondence of the heart, now open out to
him the power with which he can cooperate
and build the new heart mechanism. He
begins to sense within his being the
reverberation of the life essence in all other
forms. It is possible for him to listen through
the heart and pick up vibrations that his other
senses never could transmit to him; to take into
his heart and weigh and know in terms of
quality that words could never convey. Now
he can begin to live on a subtle level – not
only conscious of the outer physical
manifestation, but as certainly aware of the
strata of living which we term ‘Meaning’ and
‘Quality’. He begins to live and think and
move his energy on this level, which might be
called the tilling of the ground of buddhic
consciousness, for here he is learning to tread
in new atmospheres of universality and
identification.
The old barriers no longer are the same,
isolation is not possible, there is a malleability,
an inter-mingling, an absorption, that superimpose the box-structure of the personality in
which he has lived so long. He is cultivating
the earth in a new field and the seeds of his

consciousness will presently spring up in this
new substance, children of a new dimension.
This is the enterprise instituted when the love
petals of the Lotus unfold, and the aspirant,
aligning his will with the Higher Will,
consciously sets up the true rapport of heart
and Soul that expresses Soul intention and
relates it to men and to all kingdoms.
Practically this results in an attitude of
universality , born of a sense of one-ness, and
unfailingly conditioning thought, action,
opinion; in wisdom, grown out of loving
understanding, and linking the concrete mind
with vastly deeper sources; in unbounded
concepts, springing from the new dimensions
of awareness entered into by the heart-buddhic
gateway. It is a light that cannot fail to shine,
a radiation that men do not fail to recognise
and be glad of. We could well add to the
mantram “Hail to the Jewel in the Lotus” –
“Blessed are the vestures of Love.”
The late Michal J. Eastcott was one of the cofounders, along with RA and NM, of the Group for
Creative Meditation

Abou Ben Adhem
Abou Ben Adhem (may his tribe increase!)
Awoke one night from a deep dream of peace,
And saw within the moonlight in his room,
Making it rich, like a lily in bloom,
An angel writing in a book of gold:
Exceeding peace had made Ben Adhem bold,
And to the presence in the room he said,
“What writest thou?” – The vision raised its head,
And, with a look made of all sweet accord,
Answered, “The names of those who love the Lord.”
“And is mine one?” said Abou. “Nay, not so,”
Replied the angel. Abou spoke more low,
But cheerly still; and said, “I pray thee, then,
Write me as one that loves his fellowmen.”
The angel wrote, and vanished. The next night
It came again, with a great wakening light,
And showed the names whom love of God had blessed, And lo! Ben Adhem’s name led all the rest.
‐

Leigh Hunt

Towards an Enlightened Society
Living in Harmony with All Life
Love is patient and kind; love does not envy
or boast; it is not arrogant or rude. It does
not insist on its own way; it is not irritable
or resentful; it does not rejoice at
wrongdoing, but rejoices with the truth.
Love bears all things, trusts all things,
hopes all things, endures all things. 1

Many people have been encouraged to
be loving and sincerely desire to love well.
Sometimes these lines from 1st Corinthians are
offered as a model for the quality of love that
one is encouraged to express. And yet, many
would admit to failing at what seems like a
monumental undertaking. Who among us is
always patient, kind, never envious or
boastful, never arrogant or rude, never irritable
or resentful, always celebrates truth, bears and
endures everything? Where is this love that is
described so beautifully in 1st Corinthians?
“How can I love in that way?” many people of
good will want to know. It’s like a riddle, or
great puzzle, that seems without answer.
To see and experience life through the lens of
contentless awareness, however, is to know
that there is an unconditional presence that is
always here. Contentless awareness itself does
in fact fit the description of unconditional love
as depicted in 1st Corinthians.
To see and experience life with attention to the
“science of impression” as psychosynthesis
founder, Roberto Assagioli, described is to
know that unconditional love within and
1

1st Corinthians 13: 4 ‐ 7

around us in a way that is beyond our
psychological functions and yet can be felt and
expressed through all of the functions in our
unique human expressions.
Attention must be turned to that that is always
present, in order to receive the living
impression of presence. As we place attention
on contentless awareness Itself, with greater
and greater frequency and depth, contentless
awareness reveals Itself to be both
unconditional love: our most authentic self;
and the spacious home out of which our
unique humanness unfolds. It reveals itself to
be the only aspect of ourselves that can truly
“bear all things.” It reveals Itself to be that
which remains, when all else passes away.
And the more we allow our attention to rest on
our unconditional nature, the more it becomes
clear that our unconditional nature is the only
part of ourselves that could ever match this
description from 1st Corinthians. All attempts
at loving others in this way are doomed to
failure. And that, too, is good news. It’s as if
the Great Mystery set it up for humans to fail
in this way.
Because if your heart is on fire with love, and
you want to love in the most beautiful way you
possibly can, the most complete and
unconditional manner possible, you must be
willing to give up your efforting, your striving,
your very desire to love. And in doing so, you
will be graced with the revelation that you
cannot be loving, because you are love Itself.
This is a great discovery. But don’t simply
believe these words; discover this truth for
yourself.
The question likely arises now in your mind:
“How?”
Many people are taught to equate knowing
with intellectual information that has been
memorized or acquired in some way.
Knowing yourself in both your Being nature as
contentless awareness, and living out the
totality of Being through your unique human
expression requires a willingness to relinquish
the effort to know with your intellectual
capacity.

When we seek to know something with our
minds, we are in a state of efforting, trying to
puzzle out something new, to arrive at an
answer; or to remember something we were
taught previously, calling it forward from
memory. Yet simply put, effort - whether it is
intellectual,
spiritual,
emotional
or
psychological - moves one away from the ever
present presence of stillness.
Efforting, trying, wanting, desiring, and
longing have much in common. They can all
be forms of resistance to what is already
present. As resistance, they will move you
away from deeply knowing and living from
both your unique human expression and the
contentless awareness that is your nature as
being.
It is no accident that the psalmist proclaimed:
“Be Still and Know that I Am God.” (Psalm
46:10). While the One Unconditional Reality
can never be absent, it is also true that it can be
known or felt in varying degrees within each
individual. In the willingness to just be, to sit,
to abide as stillness itself – it’s as if the
stillness that is always present blossoms –
allowing the One Unconditional Reality to be
known consciously, from an “order of
knowing, that is not of the mind.”2
The practice of sitting still in silence, or just
being is often given the name “meditation.”
But when it is given this name, and formalized
as an activity - it can quickly turn into a form
of efforting that entirely misses the mark. To
invite the Great Mystery to awaken to and
within Itself, is to be still and know through
direct experience the divine reality in your
humanity.
What is needed for such awakening? When a
person turns a combination lock, the lock will
not open until the correct numbers are moved
in sequence, allowing the tumblers within the
mechanism to be in perfect alignment. If you
put the correct key in a door, and turn it – it
will gracefully unlock the door, allowing the
door to swing freely open.
In the same way, if you silently sit still, and
allow your attention to open and rest into
2

Mukti Gray. Private conversations with the
author, no particular dates.

contentless awareness, the Mystery can reveal
itself. Directing attention is like shining a
flash light of awareness onto an object, and
what we give our attention to is energized. If
your attention is energizing the thoughts in
your head or the sensations you’re
experiencing (I’m uncomfortable, my back
hurts, etc…) – it is like using the wrong
numbers to open a combination lock, or the
wrong key to get into your own home. You
simply can’t know, feel, understand or
experience the Reality of Being if you’re not
completely resting as awareness itself – and
thus in a sense, replicating the nature of
unconditional allowing in your human
consciousness – by simply resting, being
Beingness.
Contemporary spiritual teacher, Adyashanti,
puts it this way:
“Any effort will cause you to focus
attention, somewhere. The very effort itself
is a focusing of attention, is a slight
contraction within the field of awareness.
So by relaxing the effort, at the same time
you’re relaxing attention, you’re relaxing
focus and perceiving something more
subtle, more refined, which is the field: the
open space of awareness itself. [By opening
to this perception, you are] ...allowing your
being, your body, your subtle body to
receive the sense of this field of awareness,
to register its energetic imprint.”3
You may wonder, “How do I put my attention
on something that has no phenomenal aspects
– that can’t be grasped, or gotten a handle on,
so to speak? How do I place my attention on
something that is so subtle, without content in
and of itself, and that is everywhere – and yet
nowhere in particular?”
As you silently sit, close your eyes and allow
the energies of thought and emotion to settle
downward into the core of your human body –
down around your navel. Feel your feet on
the ground, and the place where your body
touches whatever it is you are resting upon.
Allow your senses to expand outward, taking
in the sounds in the whole room or the sounds
Adyashanti Gray, guided recorded meditation
published by Open Gate Sangha, “Receiving Your
Nature,” minutes 6:15 ‐ 8:15.
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that you can hear outside of the room in which
you’re sitting. If thoughts or emotion arise,
notice that what’s coming up is already being
met intimately by the contentless awareness,
and gently allow your attention to settle
downward within your body.
In this way, you replicate the nature of
Consciousness Itself, the unconditional
spaciousness that is allowing everything in
your human existence to be - by simply
resting, being Beingness Itself. And it is this
resting,
resonating
with,
replicating
Consciousness in your humanness that allows
the absolute unconditional reality to be sensed
and thus known through and as you. Such
knowing brings together the apparent duality
of Self and I.
In other words, you simply can’t know
yourself as Self unless you are resting as Self
Itself in your human expression. You come to
Self, by recognizing and giving attention to
Self, as it already exists within and around you
through the personal I.
Have you ever been given something that is
compressed – like a tee shirt, or those funny
zoo animals that are squished into a capsule –
and been told to place that compressed item
under water?
When you do so, the
compressed items seem to magically grow and
expand and come to life. This movement of
inviting contentless awareness to become
known consciously in your humanness is sort
of like that. The tee shirt, or the funny zoo
animals are already present in the compressed
form – but the water activates the compressed
item, allowing it to mushroom into its full
form. In the same way, your attention is like
the water. The willingness to rest simply,
quietly, and in utter stillness and to rest and
open your attention causes the dynamic
ignition of That which is already and always
present – to become enlivened, expanded, and
thus known – and over time, more and more
completely so.
Attention placed on the thoughts, emotions, or
sensations will cause them to magnify in the
same way that the water causes the
compressed items in the previous example to
balloon and expand. In the course of a period
of meditation or silent sitting, it is the
willingness to lovingly come back – over and

over – if needed, to resting, stillness, and the
replication of unconditional allowing in your
human experience that allows such deep and
potent knowing to flourish.
In a similar way, realization begets the
possibility of living love in one’s daily life, on
a moment to moment basis. If you experience
yourself in separation and begin to suffer or
judge another person, it is as if you are being
given a reminder from Life Itself that you are
out of alignment with the totality of your
nature as a human being: both contentless
awareness and your uniquely human
expression can be honoured. Separation,
suffering and judgement can be welcomed
fully in the space of the enduring love that
“bears all things” and in that welcoming,
transformation and “an enlightened society
living in harmony with all things” is eminently
possible.
By Barbara Veale Smith, M. Ed.

‘We do not think ourselves into new ways of
living, we live ourselves into new ways of
thinking.’ – Richard Rohr

What it is?

The word “intuition”

is generally used
very loosely. It has various meanings, which
we should discriminate between and
distinguish carefully. It is popularly used to
mean “hunches”, psychic impressions, and
premonitions, but these are not intuitions at all.
Intuition is of a different nature and operates
on quite different levels.
Then there is the philosophical use of the word
intuition and each philosopher gives it his own
interpretation and significance. I can only give
two or three examples, but they illustrate this
point. In modern times the French philosopher
Bergson has been a great exponent of intuition.
He has done much in the field of philosophy to
counter intellectualism and the attempt of
many philosophers to explain away everything
from the angle of the intellect, through logic,
mental concepts, and categorising everything.
Bergson clearly demonstrated the insufficiency
of intellect and the necessity for an intuitive,
direct approach to life – to Reality.
Yet his concept of intuition is not very definite
and not what we would call spiritual. It is,
paradoxically, in a sense an intellectual
concept of intuition – the French are very
rational and intellectual – but this has been an
advantage in that only through an intellectual
approach to and discussion of intuition, could
he bring intellectuals to recognise intuition.
Another philosopher, less known but in my
opinion much deeper than Bergson, is
Hermann Keyserling. He had an amazing
natural intuition, which he became aware of
and used consciously. I recommend the
reading of Keyserling’s books, where you will
find “intuition in action” – intuition applied to
human problems, both individual and
collective.

By Roberto Assagioli

Now, going back in time, there have been two
great exponents of intuition who have used it
consciously. One was Plotinus and the other
Eckhardt. They really used intuition on a
spiritual level, spontaneously, but also
consciously, and I would say they are on the
border-line between being exoteric and
esoteric intuitives. Their writings are tough
reading, but for those who have the courage as

well as the intellectual ability they make
rewarding study.
To talk about the oriental philosophers would
be a long story. The Orientals, especially the
Indians, have often been, although not always,
naturally intuitive, and in the Yoga Sutras of
Patanjali especially much teaching on the
intuition can be found. Of course, it is in
different wording, but in the admirable
translations and comments in The Light of the
Soul by Alice A. Bailey there is a great deal
about intuition. Some of the modern oriental
philosophers – especially Aurobindo – have
also made valuable comments on this subject,
and, of course, we have the teachings of the
Master D.K. The book Glamour is a real
treatise on intuition. Here is an example. On
pages 2 and 3 he gives this definition of the
intuition:
“The intuition is not a welling forth of love to
people, and therefore, an understanding of
them. Much that is called the intuition is
recognition of similarities and the possession
of a clear analytical mind. Intelligent people
who have lived in the world for some time
and who have experienced much and who
have contacted many other people can
usually sum up with facility the problems and
dispositions of others, provided they are
interested. This they must not, however,
confound with the intuition.
The intuition has no relation to psychism,
either higher or lower; the seeing of a vision,
the hearing of the Voice of the Silence, a
pleased reaction to teaching of any kind does
not infer the functioning of the intuition. It is
not only the seeing of symbols, for that is a
special sort of perception and the capacity to
tune in on the Universal Mind upon that layer
of Its activity which produces the patternforms on which all etheric bodies are based.
It is not intelligent psychology, and a loving
desire to help. That emanates from the
interplay of a personality, governed by a
strong soul orientation, and the groupconscious soul.
Intuition is the synthetic understanding which
is the prerogative of the soul and it only
becomes possible when the soul, on its own
level, is reaching in two directions: towards
the Monad, and towards the integrated and,

perhaps (even if only temporarily) coordinated and at-oned personality. It is the
first indication of a deeply subjective
unification, which will find its consummation
at the third initiation.
Intuition is a comprehensive grip of the
principle of universality, and when it is
functioning there is, momentarily at least, a
complete loss of the sense of separativeness.
At its highest point, it is known as that
Universal Love which has no relation to
sentiment or to the affectional reaction but is
predominantly, in the nature of an
identification with all beings. Then is true
compassion known; then does criticism
become impossible; then, only, is the divine
germ seen as latent in all forms.
Intuition is light itself, and when it is
functioning, the world is seen as light and the
light bodies of all forms become gradually
apparent. This brings with it the ability to
contact the light centre in all forms, and thus
again an essential relationship is established
and the sense of superiority and separateness
recedes into the background.”
From this definition you see how high and
comprehensive is the true intuition. Speaking
in technical esoteric terms, the intuition is a
function of the buddhic plane. This means it
operates through the activity of the buddhic
element, the aspect of the Spiritual Triad,
which is beyond the Soul. This is an important
point which is not usually recognised, the
intuition functions on a higher level than the
Soul.
There are three means of knowledge:
The intellect of the personality;
The light of the Soul – the wisdom of the Soul;
The intuition of the Triad, which is composed
of the higher mental, Buddhic and atmic
expressions of the Monad.
It is good to have this clearly in mind and to be
aware of where and when we function – either
on the personality level or, through the
illumined mind, on the Soul level. Also when
the true, genuine intuition functions at the
buddhic level, when some measure of Wisdom
is projected onto facts and events.

The distinctive feature of the buddhic level is
that it is always impersonal, is of universal
character, and has nothing to do with
personality matters. D.K. goes on to say:
“Intuition brings with its appearance three
qualities:”
“Illumination. By illumination I do not mean
the light in the head. That is incidental and
phenomenal, and many truly intuitive people
are entirely unaware of this light. The light to
which I refer is that which irradiates the Way.
It is ‘the light of the intellect’, which really
means that which illumines the mind and
which can reflect itself in that mental
apparatus which is held “steady in the light”.
This is the ‘Light of the World’, a Reality
which is eternally existent, but which can be
discovered only when the individual interior
light is recognised as such. This is the ‘Light
of the Ages’, which shineth ever more until
the Day be with us. The intuition is therefore
the recognition in oneself, not theoretically but
as a fact in one’s experience, of one’s
complete identification with the Universal
Mind, of one’s constituting a part of the great
World Life, and of one’s participation in the
eternal persisting Existence.”
“Understanding. This must be appreciated in
its literal sense as that which ‘stands under’
the totality of forms. It connotes the power of
recession or the capacity to withdraw from
one’s agelong identification with form life. I
would like to point out that this withdrawal is
comparatively easy for those who have much
of the first ray quality in them. The problem is
to withdraw in the esoteric sense, but to avoid
at the same time the sense of separateness, of
isolation and of superiority. It is easy for first
ray people to resist the tendency to identify
themselves with others.
To have true
understanding involves an increased ability to
love all beings and yet, at the same time, to
preserve personality detachment.
This
detachment can be so easily founded on an
inability to love, in a selfish concern for one’s
own comfort – physical, mental or spiritual,
and above all, emotional. First ray people
dread emotion and despise it, but sometimes
they have to swing into an emotional condition
before they can use emotional sensitivity in
the right manner.”

“Understanding involves contact with life as
an integrated personality, plus egoic reaction
to the group purposes and plans. It connotes
personality-soul unification, wide experience,
and a rapid activity of the indwelling Christ
principle. Intuitional understanding is always
spontaneous. Where the reasoning to an
understanding enters, it is not the activity of
the intuition.”
“Love ….. this is not affectionate sentiment,
or the possession of a loving disposition; these
two later aspects are incidental and sequential.
When the intuition is developed, both
affection and the possession of a spirit of
loving outgo will, necessarily, in their pure
form, be demonstrated, but that which
produces these is something much more deep
and comprehensive. It is that synthetic,
inclusive grasp of the life and needs of all
beings (I have chosen these two words with
intent!) which it is the higher prerogative of a
divine Son of God to operate. It negates all
that builds barriers, makes criticism, and
produces separation. It sees no distinction
even when it appreciates need, and it produces
in one who loves as a soul immediate
identification with that which is loved.”
“These three words sum up the three qualities
or aspects of the intuition and can be covered
by the word universality, or the sense of
universal Oneness.”
D.K. also adds:
“I cannot enlarge further upon the subject of
Intuition. It is too vast a matter, and too
abstruse. All I can do is to put before you its
three aspects and then to urge upon you the
need to submit to that training and to apply to
yourselves that discipline which will work out
in your life as love, light and understanding.”
(pp.3-5)
Excerpt from, 7.4 © SDH GCM Study Papers

“Praise is like a perfume, pleasant to smell; but
it is well to accept it with discretion, for it goes to
the head, intoxicating and sometimes confusing
us. It is advisable to keep flowers with a strong
perfume out of the room.”
- G. Duprè

with recognition of the validity of the many
paths up the spiritual mountain. Also, we can
see that new thinking, unshackled by old
customs or politics, is suggesting
transformations and helping to bring them
about in many fields, and that spirit of
mutuality, interrelation and interdependence is
appearing to counteract the divisiveness of the
intellectual age.
The people who are pervading the world in
various ways with this spirit have been called
By: The late Nancy Magor, a co-founder of the Group
the “new group of world servers” because,
for Creative Meditation. This article demonstrates an
although they form no organised group on
aspect of ‘from the past, for the present, into the
practical levels, they are unified by their
future.’
purpose and their attitudes and are, at root,
“one band of souls and servers”. Marilyn
I am a racist, but before eyebrows are
Ferguson calls them the “Aquarian
Conspirators”, after Teilhard de Chardin’s call
raised too high, let me explain the particular
for a “conspiracy of love”. To conspire means
form my racism takes.
literally to “breathe together”, and this seems a
rightful definition for these enlightened
As many may be aware, despite the frequent
pioneers who are indeed “breathing together”
reminders of the inhumanity still prevalent in
to inspire the new era and bring it into better,
man, the outline of a new race is coming into
sounder, more humanitarian
view. It comprises people of
Those seeking to salvage
manifestation. The author writes
all types, of all nations, and
our “sorrowful star” are
of this band of men and women:
from all backgrounds; they are
consciously
or
‘A leaderless but powerful
to be found in all the
unconsciously
agents
for
network is working to bring
professions and on all levels of
about radical change. . . . Its
transmitting light.
income, but they have a
members have broken with
common force – their
certain key elements of Western
orientation is to the good of the
thought, and they may even have broken
whole. This far outweighs their personal
continuity with history’.
differences and affiliations. Human need and
human good claim their hearts and minds, and
This network is the Aquarian Conspiracy. It
their ability to infuse humanity with a new
is a conspiracy without a political doctrine.
spirit and a wider vision can well prove the
Without a manifesto. With conspirators who
saving force to bring our planet through its
seek power only to disperse it, and whose
present ferment and travail.
strategies are pragmatic, even scientific, but
whose perspective sounds so mystical that
What evidence is there of this “new race”?
they hesitate to discuss it. Activists asking
Marilyn Ferguson, in her world acclaimed
different kinds of questions and challenging
book The Aquarian Conspiracy, gives a great
the establishment from within.
deal of convincing data on what is occurring in
the forward echelons of the world today, and
Broader than reform, deeper than revolution,
her reporting from many fields ties in
this benign conspiracy for a new human
remarkably with what has been promised as
agenda has triggered the most rapid cultural
more among humankind reach greater spiritual
realignment in history. The great shuddering,
maturity.
irrevocable shift overtaking us is not a new
political, religious or philosophical system. It
From much that is happening daily, too, we
is a new mind – the ascendance of a startling
can see that men and women with international
worldview that gathers into its framework
vision are making known their concepts and
break-through science and insights from
working to aid those of all nations, and in
earliest recorded thought.’
addition religious barriers are disappearing

through the power for good are endowed with
Individually, great men and women down the
a plus factor – spiritual energy.
ages have done much through their ideas and
actions to bring a better way of life and a
Energy is a household word these days, but no
vision to inspire and reach for. Some
one really knows very much about this
expressed their insights in a romantic vein,
invisible force. Certainly, the effect of
others as intellectual concepts, but all were
physical energy can be seen; emotional energy
pointing to a larger view. Open your eyes and
can be felt; and mental energy can be
see around you the results of this innovative
understood as the driving force behind all we
thinking. There is more depth, height,
create through our thinking; so these three
dimensions, perspectives, choice. Marilyn
expressions of energy are recognised. But
Ferguson writes of them:
when we come to spiritual energy, we enter an
‘Throughout history there were lone
unknown world.
individuals here and there, or small bands at
the fringes of science or religion, who, based
We may marvel sometimes that by the flick of
on their own experiences, believed that
a switch an invisible force turns darkness to
people might someday transcend narrow
light; so it is on higher levels – spiritual energy
“normal” consciousness and reverse the
has the same transmutating power,
brutality and alienation of
“No great radical idea
and those who are dedicated to the
the human condition.
can survive unless it is
light and to working for the good
The premonition was
embodied in individuals
of the whole tune into this spiritual
recorded, from time to time,
whose lives are the
current and are empowered by it.
that a minority of
message.
The
But the capacity to link in to this
individuals would someday
transformed self is the
super-human power and channel it
be yeast enough to leaven a
into the world only comes with
whole society. Serving as a
medium. The
long orientation to the spiritual life
magnet culture, they would
transformed life is the
and great maturity of heart and
attract order around them,
message”.
mind, and maturity of this high
transforming the whole.
order is not born overnight. It
The central idea was always
results from many seasons, many lives of
the same: only through a new mind can
growth and experience.
humanity remake itself, and the potential for
such a new mind is natural.
Whether we look at the blossoming of a plant,
These courageous few have been history’s
the developing intelligence of an animal or the
radar, a Distant Early Warning System for
spiritual growth of a human being, the long,
the planet.’
slow unfoldment bears witness to the process
of evolution. We have therefore every right to
In its present state the world is calling urgently
assume that a more refined, selfless and highly
for a collective impact of this nature, for
evolved race of men and women will be
courageous, sensitively aware and intelligent
emerging to bring to birth a new and better
people who can respond to the energies and
civilisation, and as the future of the world
new ideas pouring in on the fringes of
appears to lie in the hands of humankind, it is
consciousness today. These are already
heartening to discover that many people of this
reaching us through many inlets, and it is their
calibre are already at work.
interpretation and objectifying that will bring
about the changes demanded for a new era.
We should not confuse these Aquarian
pioneers with the countless so-called “newSome may dismiss these pioneers into new
age” groups focused upon “spiritual
areas of thought as impractical idealists, few in
development”, so many of which thrive – to
number and ineffectual in action; they may
the contrary – on self development, and whose
also find it hard to believe that people can
mystical optimism is not of the practical
work effectively yet be detached from
calibre needed to carve out the world paths
political, economic and personal motives and
into a new era. The true world servers, on the
ambitions. But the sceptics do not realise that
other hand, with their clear and experimental
those who are intent upon overcoming evil
thinking and their active and professional

a theory describing transformations, not only
involvement in world concerns, are eminently
in the physical sciences, but also in society.
fitted to interpret and make use of their
He wrote of the role of stress and
broader vision and attitudes. They are
“perturbations” thrusting us into a new and
working on all levels and through all mediums
higher order, and also of the way in which
to transform human consciousness; they are
science is proving the reality of cultural vision.
not simply “spiritual” teachers or workers in
As Marilyn Ferguson comments in the book
the religious field, but leaders in scientific
mentioned earlier:
thinking, in medicine, education, law and
‘The poets and philosophers were right in
government. They are journalists,
their intimations of an open, creative
communicators using the media, artists and
universe. Transformation, innovation,
composers catching new forms, psychologists
evolution – these are the natural responses
and therapists, and, especially, the many
to crises. The crises of our time, it becomes
giving their lives to the volunteer organisations
increasingly clear, are the
serving in the field of human
“Awakening brings its
necessary impetus for the
suffering all over the world.
own assignments,
revolution now under way. And
unique to each of us.
once we understand nature’s
This new “race” – for that it
transformative powers, we see
seems is what these people are –
Whatever you may
that it is our powerful ally, not a
have been born with an innate
think about yourself
force to be feared or subdued.
sense that they are part of a
and however long you
whole, and not just separate
Our pathology is our
may have thought it,
individuals caught in the illusion
opportunity.’
you are not just you.
of isolation one from another.
You are a seed, a silent
Civilisation needs new guideFrom childhood, life is
promise. You are the
lines, but can we bring in the
“relationship” to them and they
conspiracy.”
new concepts and new forms
see the form side of life as only
fast enough? This is the task of
part, and not the all-important
the World servers, the New Thinkers, the
part, of the whole human being. This attitude
Aquarian Conspirators everywhere.
is supported increasingly by the findings of the
Undoubtedly there will be much opposition,
sciences, which demonstrate over and over
for it takes time for people to become
again that a web of relationship underlies
comfortable with the idea that there is an order
everything in the Universe. Scientists of many
of reality other than the world of appearances
disciplines have acknowledged over recent
and the world as it has been. Anything that
years the convergence of science and the
threatens our security is always suspect. So
intuition, as shown by the following comment
while this all-important transforming of our
made at a conference of scientists in New
thought patterns goes ahead at a startling pace
York where the topic was New Dimensions of
as the new Aquarians begin to take over, every
Consciousness:
step of the way is bound to be challenged.
‘Today we are on the brink of a new
Fritjof Capra, whose book The Tao of Physics
synthesis. In the past four centuries
has done much to develop the new thinking,
western science has experienced a
said “the 80s will be a revolutionary time,
continuous shattering and reforming of its
because the whole of our society does not
basic concepts. Now the scientific
correspond with the world view of emerging
community has begun to recognise striking
scientific thought”.
correlations between their findings and
those expressed abstrusely by ancient
An inscrutable phenomenon, the cause hidden
mystics. This is a convocation of
from us, is that light all too often calls forth its
visionary men and women pioneering the
opposite, darkness. Those seeking to salvage
new synthesis.’
our “sorrowful star” are consciously or
unconsciously agents for transmitting light.
We are literally racing into a new era which
Their redemptive efforts are, therefore,
requires an entirely new way of looking at
vulnerable, for contentious forces are at work
things. “ We are at a very exciting moment in
everywhere, undermining the good and
history, perhaps a turning point”, wrote Ilya
seeking to abort the changes which must come
Prigogine, who won the 1977 Nobel Prize for

if humanity is to claim its heritage and move
into an age of shared responsibility. All
civilisations are therefore under exceptional
duress and these forces are tearing apart
established constitutions and the rule of law
and order, as well as innocent people’s lives.
A “withering of the law”, as foretold in the
Bhagavad Gita, can be seen on many levels,
and it is one of the most serious aspects of the
violent upheavals taking place in the world at
the present time. Undoubtedly it is the factor
causing the gravest concern and collective
stress. Humankind, as we adapt and re-adapt
to every experience and circumstance, is of
course changing and growing all of the time,
and if at one moment we glimpse the peaks
and the next we are down in the valleys, this
very alternation always compels the needed
effort to rise up and meet the next ‘impossible’
or ‘imponderable’ challenges. But we are in
valleys that are deeply dangerous for the safety
of the whole planet at the present time, and
those who are dedicated to salvaging the world
and who can bring in the counteractive energy
of the will-to-good are urgently needed. Let
us put our hearts, minds and resources behind
the work of these transforming pioneers, for
they have the needed courage, expertise and
faith in their undertakings to disregard
obstructions and carry through.

perhaps this article regarding the Light Bearers
of today cannot be better concluded than by
the use of the following passage written by
Marilyn Ferguson:
“Awakening brings its own assignments,
unique to each of us. Whatever you may
think about yourself and however long you
may have thought it, you are not just you.
You are a seed, a silent promise. You are
the conspiracy.”

‘Some day, after mastering the winds, the waves, the
tides and gravity, we shall then harness for God the
energies of Love and then for a second time in the
history of the world, humanity will have discovered
Fire.’
‘You are not a human being in search of a spiritual
experience. You are a spiritual being immersed in a
human experience.’
‘We are one, after all, you and I. Together we suffer,
together exist, and forever will recreate each other.’
- Pierre Teilhard de Chardin

Paradoxically, two streams of energy flow
strongly through the human race, one
pragmatic and only concerned with what
benefits and advances the desires of the human
‘local’ self, and the other, transcendental and
working for the good of the Whole through an
expanded and enlightened awareness. The
latter is beginning to influence our lives, and
its growth is the real herald of the New Age.
Each of us therefore has a role in the great
transformation process going on – a role of no
little importance. Eric Fromm warned more
than a decade ago that “no great radical idea
can survive unless it is embodied in
individuals whose lives are the message. The
transformed self is the medium. The
transformed life is the message”.
We are – or can be – all part of what Teilhard
de Chardin prophesied – “a conspiracy of men
and women whose new perspectives would
trigger a critical contagion of change.” And

A Sundial House Residential Re-Treat
5 – 7 February 2016
‘. . . you are a supreme object, you are a piece of
God, you have in you something that is a portion of
Deity.’ – Epictetus
“. . . the spirit that wonders is already seeing
through the forms and activities that envelop us and
is reaching for further worlds.” – Michal J. Eastcott

The Sundial Centre opened

its doors
again this February to host another residential
retreat dedicated to working with the Creative
Meditation materials and the Laws and
Principles of the Soul. Working together with
others enables these qualities and values of the
Self to find expression in our everyday
relationships, both inner and outer.
Fortunately, the wet and wild storms of recent
weeks gave way to cool but bright spring
weather. At times the residue of blustery
winds shook the tops of the surrounding trees
and the sounds gusted into our awareness. The
bird songs graced us with their singing
throughout our daylight times together.
After a Friday evening meal we began our
work together. We committed to working with
a new realization of the statement made by
Roberto Assagioli that ‘Life is a journey of
dis-identification.’
The long term use of this exercise of disidentification from form and identification
with Self or Soul facilitates a gradual change
in our relationship with our surroundings. We
slowly came to recognize that in the midst of
the hurly burly of daily living, we are
constantly living out of contact with our inner
spiritual centre, our self or soul consciousness.
Our first experiential exercise enabled us to
build a group sharing of our inner and outer
alignments.

A clear pathway, beautiful and full of
light. An uplifting effect, a forward motion
leading onward to the distant horizon.
All is well.
Days full of promise and expectation.
Simplicity is magical.
The difference is stunning, it blends in.
And adds to a feast of perspective.
A delightful palace of placement,
Adjusting together – belonging.

During our weekend we shared meals together,
their preparation and serving, clearing away
and washing up. It was a real team effort
which continued to build the group field
through practical and mundane house crafting!
The subtlety of our inner work was nourished
and fed by experiential exercises that invited
us to explore aspects of our inner and outer
relationships. Relationship being considered
as consciousness, awareness and understanding. Each object, each manifestation of
substance, has three layers of being, of
expression – form, quality and divine essence.
Or matter, consciousness and spirit. This is
the basic threefold concept that underlies all
manifestations of Life, the One Life.
‘Behold the Light in all that is.’
Throughout the weekend we worked creatively
with reflective meditation and contemplative
or receptive meditation to glimpse and
experience the quality and essence beyond the
form of objects. We chose to work with
images, crystals, water and citrus fruits. Each
practical exercise called us to pay attention, to
observe, the responses of our threefold
personality. Working in this way called for
each of us to stretch a little further to achieve a
deeper awareness of the layers of relationship
that surround us everywhere.
‘Mystery is not a problem but an opportunity.’

Reflection
Close your eyes and you will see clearly,
Cease to listen and you will hear the truth.
Be silent and your heart will sing.
Seek no contacts and you will find union.
Be still and you will move
forward on the tide of spirit.
Be gentle and you will need no strength.
Be patient and you will achieve all things.
Be humble and you will remain entire.
- From A Taoist Meditation

Things to Wonder About
LIGHT
For the rest of my life I want to reflect on what
light is. – Albert Einstein
The weekend was dedicated to the broadening
and deepening of our consciousness by sharing
with other like-minded travellers. We
endeavoured to perceive and come into a
refreshing, living relationship with the heart of
matter which is the divine spark that unites us
with the essential divinity that pervades all that
is.
Together, throughout the weekend, we built
and energised a group field, charged with our
collective wisdom. Through our spoken words
and the companionship, fun and laughter that
we shared, we co-created a potent thought
climate which we gifted to ourselves and
radiated out into the world around us. It was a
splendid and beneficial gathering where many
contacts and friendships were begun and
renewed.

If we fill our minds with images of gloom and
destruction, then that is likely to be the way we are
headed. Conversely, more optimistic attitudes can
actually help promote a better world. A positive
vision is like the light at the end of a tunnel which,
even though dimly glimpsed, encourages us to step
on in that direction. – Peter Russell

Light is the most appropriate symbol of
manifesting spirit because it is the inherent nature of
light to radiate. – Manly Hall

It is not easy for the average aspirant to realise
that progressive stages upon the Path indicate a
progressive ability to ‘take the Light’. When the
aspirant prays in the Great Invocation ‘Let Light
descend on Earth” he is invoking something which
humanity will have to learn to handle; this is one of
the things for which the disciples of the world must
begin to prepare the race of men. – Djwhal Khul
There is light that shines beyond all things on
earth, beyond the highest, the very highest heavens.
This is the light that shines in your heart.
– Chandogya Upanishad

‘I am one with the Universe. My source of
strength lies in its flow.
I herein dwell and thus am whole.’

Then said Evangelist (pointing with his finger
over a wide field), “Do you see yonder wicketgate?” The man said “No”. Then said the other “Do
you see yonder the shining light?” He said “I think I
do”. Then said Evangelist, “Keep that light in your
eye, and go up directly thereto, so shalt thou see the
gate. . . . ” – John Bunyan

example of unkindness. We all need to
receive and apply honest descriptive praise.
There is no incentive like it. Far from making
us self-important, it can be used skilfully to
encourage us to aspire to greater things.

Cultivating Harmlessness
You and I are part of one all-inclusive Life
that evolves and cannot die. We are not, as
appearances
would
suggest,
separate
personalities. Springing as we do from a
common source, and at this inner soul level we
are one. The brotherhood of humankind is a
fact of nature and recognising this kinship
brings meaning and purpose to Life.
Respecting all living things is a vital lesson
that we learn as we continue on our way of
inclusive compassionate understanding. It
follows that this evolving responsibility of
caring stewardship is part of the manifestation
of a fundamental Cosmic Law, that of Love.
Breaking that Law is the reason for many of
our tensions that in turn manifests physical ills
and disrupts the harmonious relationships
between all Kingdoms of Nature. We are
expressions of Divinity and for that reason
everything that we undertake is a sacred
relationship between us and our Creator. ‘Love
is the affinity which links and draws together
the elements of the world... Love, in fact, is the
agent of universal synthesis.’ Teilhard Chardin
Gradually, we consciously awaken to the fact
that relationship with all that is is the keynote
to the survival of humanity and the planet.
However, many of us individually and in
group relationship have yet to realise this and
to engage practically with the fact that we too
are part of all that is. For ‘The universe as we
know it is a joint product of the observer and
the observed’. Teilhard Chardin
Our innate and evolving relationship with our
spiritual self, our soul, is hampered by
negative judgements such as hatred, jealousy,
harsh criticism, selfishness – the list is
formidable. There are other more subtle forms
of this distortion. Take, for instance, the
withholding of praise, which is a less obvious

Having once recognised these tendencies as
the harsh and destructive forces they are, we
must next seek a way of effectively redeeming
them. And it is here that we encounter
harmlessness, a quality of therapeutic power
that can help to transform our inner and outer
relationships and our planetary environment.
There is an ancient Sanskrit word, ahimsa,
which, roughly translated, means the art of
living in the world without harming it, and it is
precisely this balm that we need to heal
ourselves and others.
Harmlessness has been taught by all the great
religions of the world and within living
memory we have seen two luminous
exponents of this power for good – Martin
Luther King and Mohandas Gandhi, the one a
Christian, the other a Hindu. Anyone who
believes harmlessness to be a negative quality
should investigate the lives of these two giants.
Each in his way exposed the danger of our
foolish tendency to turn the lock by force
instead of using the key.
In the heat and confusion of these transitional
days, we realise with concern that
harmlessness and compassion are flickering
alarmingly low in this troubled world. We
urgently need to become virtuosos in the
delicate Law of Right Human Relations and to
recognise the value of selfless service.
Barriers must be swept aside and the different
kingdoms of nature seen as partners in the
common good.
Above all else, we must strongly resist any
desire we may have to adopt a retaliatory
attitude such as the “eye for an eye”
philosophy, in an attempt to level the score
when we have been hurt. This perilous way of
living will reduce us to a bitter and
impecunious state. If, on the other hand, we
can cultivate a positive, generous and inclusive
approach to life we will become healing agents
for change.
‘The world is round so that friendship
may encircle it.’

gifts many surprising and creative
outcomes. For the soul is group
conscious and its touch gradually
reveals the emergent new culture and
civilisation through the synthesis of our
individual labours. Service is both a
personal and group effort which will
and is building the new world order out
of the chaos and suffering of the times.

An Italian Creative
Meditation Retreat –
Creative Living
‘The Creative Art of Living
Life – Responding to the
Touch of the Soul’
The ‘Italian Retreat’ Facilitators:
Janet Derwent & Elisabetta Raspini

Sunday 13 August to
Saturday 19 August 2017
The mysteries

of the livingness of
the laws and principles of the soul can
be revealed through focused attention
and reflective thinking applied to our
everyday living. We, humanity, learn
by doing. During this experiential
creative meditation retreat we will
explore levels of perception that lie
behind the form and which bring life
and meaning to our daily encounters.
Relationship
is
everything
and
everything is relationship. A greater
growth of understanding is one of the
results of a closer relationship with the
inner
and
outer
worlds
of
thought. This fundamental spiritual
infusion of the personality is a
transformational relationship which

In this Italian summer retreat of 2017
we will work creatively together using
meditation, experiential exercises,
projection
and
dialoguing
to
experience the Livingness of the Soul
as it blesses and calls to us
individually and collectively though our
group environments. All are welcome
to join us in this pioneering and
experimental work.
The Retreat will take place in one of
the Community of Living Ethics
centres. These are located in the
beautiful and charming countryside
in the heart of Italy (situated
between Rome and Florence).
Activities undertaken during the
week will include group study and
meditation, sharing, contact with
nature, physical exercise, visits to
sacred sites such as St. Frances’
retreat monastery and to some
places of art in the surroundings
nearby.
The seminar will start on Sunday at
4.30pm and end on Saturday at
1.00pm. The Retreat is offered with
full board, including both vegetarian
and non-vegetarian meals. Prices
supplied on application. Book a
place
by
directly
contacting:
light.net@comunitadieticavivente.org

The Message of the Well

The
International
Group For
Creative
Meditation
THROUGH MEDITATION we can recreate ourselves, our attitude to life and our
environment.
WHEN enough people throughout the world
are meditating, we will recreate our world.
“Lives are changed primarily by reflection;
qualities are developed by directed conscious
thought; characteristics are unfolded by
brooding consideration.”
The Tibetan

TRAINING PROGRAMME
Study papers are posted out at two monthly
intervals beginning in December each year.

Students can choose to have a mentor to
support and encourage them.

Basic skills covered in the first year
include:Concentration; Reflective Meditation;
Receptive Meditation; Visualisation & the
Creative use of the Imagination; Radiation
and Blessing.

Years 2 & 3 build on the above, focus on
care in meditation & techniques for personal
and planetary renewal.

Students throughout the world focus on 6
seed ideas during the year giving two months
to each:- Right Relations; Goodwill; Group
Endeavour; Unanimity; Spiritual Approach
and Essential Divinity.
If you are interested in finding out more about
this work, for which a charge is made, visit and
contact us through our website at
www.creativegroupmeditation.org

After years of searching, the seeker was
told to go to a cave, in which he would find a
well. “Ask the well what is Truth,” he was
advised, “and the well will reveal it to you.”
Having found the well, the seeker asked that most
fundamental question. And from the depths came
the answer, “Go to the village crossroad: there
you shall find what you are seeking.”
Full of hope and anticipation, the man ran to the
crossroad, to find only three rather uninteresting
shops. One shop was selling pieces of metal,
another sold wood, and thin wires were for sale in
the third. Nothing and no one there seemed to
have much to do with the revelation of Truth.
Disappointed, the seeker returned to the well to
demand an explanation, but he was told only
“You will understand in future.” When the man
protested, all he got in return were echoes of his
own shouts. Indignant for having been made a
fool of – or so he thought at the time – the seeker
continued his wanderings in search of Truth. As
years went by, the memory of his experience at
the well gradually faded until one night, while he
was walking in the moonlight, the sound of sitar
music caught his attention. It was a wonderful
music, and it was played with great mastery and
inspiration.
Profoundly moved, the truth-seeker felt drawn
toward the player. He looked at the fingers
dancing over the strings. He became aware of the
sitar itself. And then suddenly he exploded in a
cry of joyous recognition: the sitar was made out
of wires and pieces of metal and wood just like
those he had once seen in the three stores and had
thought to be without any particular significance.
At last he understood the message of the well: we
already have been given everything we need; our
task is to assemble and use it in the appropriate
way. Nothing is meaningful as long as we
perceive only separate fragments. But as soon as
the fragments come together into a synthesis, a
new entity emerges, whose nature we could not
have foreseen by considering the fragments
alone. – by Piero Ferrucci from What We May Be

